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SVB: Cracks finally open up from Fed 
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Key Points 

 

➢ The recent collapse of 3 regional US banks is a timely reminder of the impact of 

tighter monetary policy on liquidity.  These banks carried idiosyncratic risks and leveraged 

into either speculative venture capital or high-risk lending.  At this stage, there are few systemic 

risks, but more corporate and institutional failures should be expected. 

 

➢ The reaction from the regulators was swift and guided by lessons learned during the 

GFC.  Depositors were protected even if regulation fell short of protecting them prior to the 

failure.  Other banks in the system were protected against future drains on liquidity by setting up 

a new lending facility.  This positive response from regulators was crucial in underpinning 

confidence in the banking system. 

 

➢ The Fed will more closely consider the impact of tightening liquidity when it meets 

next week and will probably opt for a 25bp increase in the Fed funds rate rather than 

50bp as markets had factored in this time last week.  Tightening policy has two points of 

attack – raising the cost of capital and draining liquidity.  It works like stretching a rubber band 

until it breaks, and a large tear has now opened up.  

 

➢ We reduced our underweight to fixed income on 27 February and plan to soon move 

overweight.  The trajectory of the 2-year yield is important for asset allocators from here.  It 

appears to have finally reached its cyclical peak and it normally falls before equities, just prior to a 

recession.  We already have a large underweight in equities in preparation for a recession and we 

will maintain this position.  However, moving overweight in fixed income is the next move 

investors should be considering.  

 

Some big cracks are opening up 

 

Investors have been glued to the Fed’s fight against inflation and have been gauging its success from 

labour market developments. But monetary policy works by not only raising the cost of capital but 

also tightening liquidity.  The recent collapse of 3 regional US banks is a timely reminder of how the 

withdrawal of liquidity can potentially alter the path of monetary policy. 

 

The recent collapse of Silicon Valley Bank (SIVB), Signature Bank (SBNY), and Silvergate Capital (SI) 

has investors thinking about systemic risk in the banking sector again – some 13 years after the GFC.   

 

The collapse of these regional banks saw sector-wide credit default swap rates increase sharply.  

However, swap rates remain well below their levels in September last year suggesting that at this stage 

systemic risk is still low.  

 

The share price of First Republic Bank fell by 62% on Monday, even after the bank said it had 

strengthened its capital position with cash from the Fed and JPMorgan Chase. 
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Figure 1: SIVB and SBNY share prices 

 
Source: Refinitiv, Foresight Analytics 

 

 

SIVB carried several idiosyncratic risks 

 

➢ It attracted deposits from predominately the tech sector in California.  Rising interest rates and 

tighter liquidity have put the tech and Venture capital sectors under pressure, leading to a call on 

deposits.  

➢ Around 90% of SIVB’s deposits were not guaranteed by the FDIC and this makes them more 

prone to capital fight. 

➢ Rather than provide liability match with loans to customers, SIVB invested in mainly US treasuries, 

which suffered large capital losses from the Fed’s tightening campaign.   

➢ The bank did not hedge its interest rate risk.   

 

The call on deposits from cash-strapped tech and VC firms could only be met by selling assets. The 

rise in interest rates over past 12 months has seen the value of these assets fall by more than 20%. If 

investors did not call on their deposits the bank may have been able to survive, given it would have 

had less need to liquidate paper losses on its assets. 

 

The business model of SBNY, which collapsed on Monday also consisted of a business model 

dependent upon low-interest rates and abundant liquidity.  

 

It had $US110.4bn in assets and $US88.6bn in deposits and it matched its deposit liabilities with loans 

underwritten by digital assets such as cryptocurrency exchanges.  Deposits were fully guaranteed by 

the FDIC, but shareholders and certain unsecured debtholders were not. 

 

SI, a traditional bank founded in 1987 and based in California, also made the decision to grow its 

business into base into the digital asset space.  The firm lent out most of its funds to crypto exchanges 

and as a result it was hit hard by the collapse of $US32bn exchange FTX.
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Implications for investors 

 

In our view, the business model of each of these failed banks was underpinned by a need for 

interest rates staying low and liquidity remaining abundant.  But monetary policy is going to remain 

tight for the foreseeable future and other failures are likely to emerge in the months ahead.  SIVB was the 2nd 

largest banking collapse in US history, but the number of bank failures remains low compared to the GFC (Figure 

2). 

Figure 2: US Bank failures 

 
Source: Refinitiv, NDIC, Foresight Analytics 

 

➢ Importantly, the systemically important banks have easily absorbed higher interest rates even if 

earnings growth slows because of weaker credit growth and the inverted yield curve. 
 

➢ The main lesson from the GFC was to protect confidence in the banking system –act 

decisively and act early.  During the GFC Fed Governor Bernanke (a student of the great 

depression) and other regulators decided to let both Bear Stearns and Lehmann Brothers fail early 

and this added significantly to the depth and duration of the recession.  At this stage, the regulators 

seem hell-bent on not making the same mistakes. 

 

➢ Investors should recall that tighter monetary policy not only raises the cost of capital, 

but it also tightens liquidity as holding cash becomes more attractive.  Last year tighter 

monetary policy triggered a downturn in property and other interest rate sensitive assets such as 

growth stocks, and cryptocurrencies but it fell short of slowing demand enough to raise the 

unemployment rate. 
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➢ The Fed has been looking for cracks to emerge in the labour market from its 

tightening because this is important in achieving its mandate.  However, the first sign 

of cracks in the economy has emerge from tighter liquidity that will have 

consequences for the broader economy and will enter in the calculation of monetary 

policy settings.  We agree with market pricing that a 25bp increase in the Fed funds rate is more 

likely than a 50bp increase next week. 

 

➢ We recently reduced our underweight to fixed income and the rally in the 2-year note over the 

past week is not enough to for us to think we are about to enter an easing cycle even though 

the peak in rates is now closer.   

 

➢ The other important development out of the collapse of these banks is that the 

regulators (US Federal reserve, FDIC, and the US Treasury) acted swiftly to protect 

deposit holders even if their deposits were not ensured by the FDIC prior to failure.  

They approached the problem from two angles 1) fully repaying depositors from the affected banks 

2) Setting up a new lending facility (bank term funding program) that allows banks access to cash 

using Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities as collateral.  This move was designed to maintain 

confidence in the banking system. 

 

 
Figure 3: US 2-year yield, S&P 500 and recessions 

 
Source: Refinitiv, NDIC, Foresight Analytics 
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